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As a result of the subject study, the following guidelines will be 
incorporated in the Department's Division of Traffic Guidance Manual and 
will become the Department's policy: 
PROTECTED/PERMISSIVE LEFT-TURN PHASING 
Protected/permissive traffic signal phasing can be 
defined as signal phasing used at an intersection 
where left-turns have a separate turning lane 
and where, during a portion of the phase, the 
left-turn movement is protected from through 
traffic while proceeding through the intersection 
by a green arrow and then it is also allowed to 
move through the intersection unprotected on a 
green ball during the remainder of the subject 
signal phase. 
This type phasing serves to increase intersection 
capacity, but also may increase left-turn 
accidents under certain conditions. 
Protective/permissive phasing may be used, except 
at approaches where the following conditions 
prevail. Approach conditions where 
protected/permissive left-turn movements should 
,!!2! be used: 
1. Speed limit is over 45 MPH. 
2. Protected-only phasing currently in 
operation and speed limit over 35 MPH. 
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3 .  Left-turn movement must cross three or 
more opposing through lanes. 
4. Intersection geometries force the 
left-turn lane to have a separate signal 
head. 
5. Dual left-turn-only lanes on the 
approach. 
6. A left-turn accident problem exists. 
7. There is not adequate sight distance for 
opposing traffic. 
When protected/permissive phasing is used, the 
signal head for left-turn traffic should be 
located above the line separating the left-turn 
lsne from the adjacent through lane so that the 
left-turning traffic does not have a separate 
signal head. Lens arrangement "s" should be used 
when the protected portion of the phase is leading 
and lens arrangement "m" should be used when the 
protected portion of the phase is lagging. Figure 
4-1, Section 4B-9, MUTCD. Regulatory sign R10-
12 may be used with protective/permissive phasing. 
The objective of this Quick Response Study was met in that the 
traffic engineer may decide whether permissive/left-turn phasing is 
appropriate to use at a given location. 
Very truly yours, 
/;i!/c:?-P�-
R. K. Capito, P.E. 
State Highway Engineer 
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INTRODUCTION 
Turning left across opposing traffic at a signalized intersection 
may result in a traffic accident as well as create motorist delay. A 
solution to the left-turn problem may be the addition of a left-turn 
phase when certain guidelines are met (1). After a decision has been 
made to add a left-turn phase, one of two basic alternative phasing 
methods is commonly used. In Kentucky, the predominant type of left­
turn phasing has been a protected-only type in which the left-turn 
driver is allowed to turn left only during the green arrow portion of 
the phasing, during which opposing traffic is stopped. An alternative 
type of phasing that has been used sparingly in Kentucky in recent years 
involves a combination of protected and permissive left-turn movements. 
During a portion of the left-turn phase, the left-turn movement is made 
on a green arrow and is protected from opposing traffic. In addition, 
left turns may be made during the remaining green through phase for the 
subject street when there are available gaps in opposing traffic. This 
is the permissive portion of the phase. Split phasing also is used in 
some instances. 
In a previous research study, the results of replacing protected­
only (exclusive) with protected/permissive (permissive) phasing at four 
trial intersections were studied (2). The permissive phasing provided a 
substantial reduction in delay and was popular to local drivers. 
However, there were several left-turn related accidents at those 
locations. 
Since those initial trial installations, permissive phasing has been 
used at several intersections across the state. This created a larger 
data base that may be used to determine when permissive phasing may be 
used without causing an accident problem. This type of phasing has been 
installed at locations representing a wide range of operational and 
geometric conditions. This allows comparisons between those conditions 
and the number of left-turn related accidents. Factors affecting 
accident potential may then be identified. The objective of this study 
was to develop guidelines to aid traffic engineers in deciding whether 
permissive left-turn phasing is appropriate for use at a given location. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 
Several previous studies have investigated the effects permissive 
phasing has had upon traffic accidents. In a prior study at four 
intersections in Kentucky, the replacement of exclusive with permissive 
phasing resulted in an increase in total accidents because left-turn 
accidents increased (2). The increase was highest at one intersection 
where the speed limit was 55 mph. The number of left-turn accidents 
decreased as drivers became more familiar with the signals. 
A study by the Florida Section of the Institute of Transportation 
Engineers (ITE) included an accident analysis (3). At 17 intersections 
at which phasing was changed from protected only to 
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protected/permissive, the annual number of left-turn accidents per 
approach increased from 0.5 before to 2.5 after, and the annual total of 
other intersection accidents increased from 12 before to 14.5 after. At 
11 intersections at which phasing was changed from protected/permissive 
to protected only, the annual number of left-turn accidents decreased 
from 5 before to 2.5 after while the annual total of other intersection 
accidents increased from 19 before to 31.5 after. The large decrease in 
the number of left-turn accidents at those 11 intersections was because 
they were not appropriate locations for the use of protected/permissive 
phasing. 
An other study reported the accident experience at nine sites in 
Maryland (4). At two sites where protected/permissive phasing was the 
original left-turn phasing used, the annual number of left-turn 
accidents per intersection (each intersection had protected/permissive 
phasing on two approaches) increased from 3 before to 4.5 after. The 
annual number of rear-end accidents per intersection decreased from 5 
before to 2.5 after and the annual total number of accidents per 
intersection decreased from 14.5 before to 12.5 after. At seven sites 
where protected-only phasing was replaced with protected/permissive, the 
annual number of left-turn accidents increased from 4.1 before to 5.9 
after while the annual number of rear-end accidents decreased from 9. 2 
to 6.4 and the annual total number of accidents decreased from 26.5 to 
18. 6. 
A Federal Highway Administration report summarized accident data at 
a few intersections in California (5). The conclusion was that the use 
of permissive left-turn phasing at locations with no prior left-turn 
phasing may not increase accidents, but replacing protected with 
permissive phasing may result in an increase in left-turn related 
accidents. At six intersections where protected phasing was replaced 
with permissive, the annual number of left-turn accidents increased from 
0.8 to 3. 4 while the annual number of rear-end accidents decreased from 
1.0 to 0.4 and the annual total number of accidents increased from 6.2 
to 7. 3. 
Relative left-turn accident rates for various left-turn 
signalization schemes were listed in another report (6). Relative to a 
value of 1.0 for no phasing, protected only phasing was given a value of 
0.10 while protected (leading)/permissive was rated 0.35 and 
permissive/protected (lagging) was rated 0.73. 
Accidents were summarized at seven sites in Virginia where 
exclusive/permissive phasing was installed (7). Considering before and 
after periods of equal length at each site, the number of left-turn 
accidents increased from 24 before to 45 after while the total number of 
accidents increased from 9 2  before to 98 after. 
A report by the Southern California Section of ITE concluded that 
left-turn experience with protected/permissive phasing was comparable to 
conventional two-phase operation (8). Accident studies at seven 
intersections in Los Angeles found eight left-turn accidents before and 
six after replacement of two-phase phasing with protected/permissive. 
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Another Maryland study comparing exclusive and exclusive-permissive 
left-turn signal phasing concluded that, at intersections with good 
geometries, the accident history for these signals did not differ 
significantly (9). An accident history comparison found 1. 98 left-turn 
accidents per year at intersections having exclusive phasing compared 
with 2.68 accident per year at exclusive-permissive (EP) phasing 
locations (one EP location was omitted due to its unique accident 
history). It was also concluded that, when an EP location has more than 
six left-turn accidents in one year, it has an abnormally high left-turn 
accident history. 
Left-turn accident rates (left-turn accidents per one million left­
turning vehicles) were calculated by type of left-turn phasing in 
another study (10). The rate was lowest for exclusive phasing (0 .97) 
and highest where no left-turn phasing was provided (3. 68). 
Exclusive/permissive phasing had a rate (2 •. 24) between those two rates. 
Average annual left-turn accident rates for an approach in terms of 
accidents per 100 million left turning plus opposing vehicles was 
calculated in another study (11). The study sites included 20 
intersections having exclusive/permissive phasing, 15 intersections 
having exclusive phasing, and 10 having no left-turn phasing. The rate 
for exclusive/permissive phasing (55 . 8) was much higher than that for 
exclusive phasing (14.0) or for no left-turn phasing (16.8). 
GUIDELINES FOR USE 
Several studies have listed guidelines for the use of 
protected/permissive phasing. A detailed set of guidelines was included 
in a report by the Florida Section of ITE (3). That report stated that 
protected/permissive left-turn phasing should be provided for all 
intersection approaches requiring a left-turn phase unless there is a 
compelling reason for using another type of left-turn phasing. 
Conditions where protected only phasing should be used include the 
following: 
1) existence of double left-turn only lane, 
2) intersection geometries force the left-turn lane to have an 
exclusive signal head, 
3) sight distance of less than 250 feet when speed of opposing 
traffic is 35 mph or less or less than 400 feet when opposing 
traffic speed is 40 mph or more, or 
4) approach is lead portion of lead/lag intersection phasing 
sequence. 
Either of the following conditions, along 
permissive left turns would be hazardous, 







1) poor sight distance due to geometries or opposing left-turn 
vehicles, 
2) speed limit of opposing traffic greater than 45 mph, 
3) left-turn traffic must cross three or more lanes, 
3 
4) more than six left-turn accidents in one year on approach with 
protected/permissive phasing, or 
5) unusual intersection geometries make protected/permissive 
phasing confusing. 
Permissive/protected phasing could be used under the following 
situations: 
1) approach to T-intersection where opposing U-turns are 
prohibited, 
2) approach to 4-way intersection where opposing approach has 
prohibited left turns or protected-only left-turn phasing, or 
3) opposing approaches to a 4-way intersection where left-turn 
volumes are similar. 
Split phasing could be used under the following conditions: 
1) opposing approaches offset, 
2) left-turn volumes very heavy and nearly equal to through 
movement, 
3) left-turn volume heavy and no separate left-turn lane provided, 
or 
4) drivers may turn left from more than one lane but also may use 
the right-most left-turn lane as a through lane. 
A flow chart was developed in another report to determine the need 
for either exclusive or exclusive/permissive left-turn phasing (10). 
Left-turn phasing was indicated to be needed when left-turn demand in 
the peak hour was greater than two vehicles per cycle and the product of 
left-turn and opposing vehicles was greater than 144,000 for two 
opposing lanes and 100,000 for three opposing lanes. 
Exclusive/permissive phasing was recommended unless 
1) the opposing speed was greater than 45 mph, 
2) there were three opposing lanes, 
3) sight distance was restricted (less than 250 feet when speeds 
were 35 mph or less or less than 400 feet when speeds are 40 
mph or more), or 
4) a severe accident problem exists. 
The previous Kentucky study that evaluated permissive phasing 
recommended that such phasing should be considered at all new left-turn 
phasing locations and not be limited to T-intersections (2). 
Limitations to its use would be where sight distance was restricted or 
possibly where the speed limit was over 45 mph. 
Criteria were also presented in a report from Maryland concerning 
the use of exclusive or exclusive-permissive phasing (9). Exclusive­
permissive phasing could be used when 
1) a large delay was experienced with exclusive phasing, 
2) opposing and left-turn volumes are moderate allowing gaps for 
or left turns, or 
3) low-volume intersections with periods free of traffic. 
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Conditions in which exclusive-permissive phasing might result in 
operational difficulties included the following: 
1) median width over 20 feet, 
2) presence of median and the lane opposite permissive phase has 
more than 20 percent of trucks large enough to obstruct view of 
oncoming traffic, 
3) insufficient sight distance to see adequate gap, 
4) the stopping sight distance for opposing through traffic meets 
or exceeds the distance it would travel during an acceptable 
gap, 
5) speed of opposing traffic high or subject to fluctuations, or 
6) presence of double left-turn lanes. 
A detailed list 
exclusive/permissive 
Exclusive/permissive 
of guidelines also was 
phasing in a 
phasing was recommended 
developed for the use of 
Virginia study (11). 
for consideration when 
1) the product of the left-turn and opposing peak hour volume 
divided by the number of lanes is between 50,000 and 200,000 
and the left-turn volume exceeds two vehicles per cycle during 
the peak hour, 
2) the mean peak hour delay per left-turning vehicles exceeds 35 
seconds and the total peak hour left-turn delay exceeds two 
vehicle hours, 
3) adequate sight distance exists for the left-turning vehicles or 
opposing through traffic, 
4) there are no more than two lanes of opposing through traffic, 
5) there are no intersection geometries that promote hazardous 
conditions, 
6) there is good access management, and 
7) the annual exclusive/permissive delay savings is greater than or 
equal to the annual exclusive accident savings. 
Left-turn accidents and conflicts were used to determine if a safety 
problem existed at an exclusive/permissive site. The accident criteria 
were an annual number of left-turn accidents greater than five and an 
accident rate exceeding the critical based on a mean of 32. 6 accidents 
per 100 million left-turn. plus opposing volume. The conflicts criteria 
were over 39 total conflicts in the total period (6.5 hours including a 
4 .5-hour off-peak and a 2-hour peak period) and the total left-turn 
conflict rate greater than the critical rate based on a mean of 4.0 
left-turn conflicts per 100 left turns. 
PROCEDURE 
A survey of the highway districts in which permissive phasing has 
been installed was conducted. The survey form used is shown in Figure 
1. The form was divided into the following sections: 1) location, 2) 
general information, 3) volume information, and 4) intersection 
timing. From the location information, the intersection at which the 
phasing was installed could be determined. The general information 
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provided data such as installation data and whether the phasing was part 
of the original signal installation or if it replaced exclusive phasing. 
In many cases, the volume and timing information was unavailable. 
After the permissive phasing locations were identified, each site 
was visited, and the data sheet shown in Figure 2 was completed. 
Photographs were taken at each intersection at certain distances from 
the intersection. Traffic speeds on the approach opposing the left turn 
were obtained, and the dimensions of the intersections were measured. 
Using the location information and installation date, before-and­
after accident data were collected. In some cases, the phasing had been 
installed for several years so that before accident data were not 
available. Also, in cases of very recent installations, one year of 
after data, which was considered to be minimum, was not available. Data 
were summarized into one-year increments. Two years of before data were 
collected when possible. The period of after data varied from one year 
to seven years. Copies of the accident report of all related left-turn 




The statewide survey located 58 intersections at which permissive 
phasing was in operation. Most were "'T"' intersections with the phasing 
used on only one approach. There were five "'4-way"' intersections. Four 
had permissive phasing on two approaches and one had permissive phasing 
operating on all four approaches. This resulted in data being 
summarized for a total of 65 approaches. 
As noted in the procedures section, a field inspection of all 58 
intersections was conducted. A summary of the locations having 
permissive phasing is given in Table 1. As would be expected, Lexington 
and Louisville had the highest number. Lexington had the highest number 
of intersections with 20 followed by Louisville with 12. The only other 
city having more than two was Owensboro with five. 
Characteristics of the permissive phasing locations are summarized 
in Table 2. This summary was tabulated from data collected and the 
speed study that was conducted at each location. Data are summarized by 
approach. 
In most instances, the speed limit was 35 mph or less (60 percent). 
The speed limit was greater than 45 mph at only four approaches (6 
percent). The speed studies found that the 85th percentile speed was 
between 36 and 45 mph in most instances. For seven approaches, the 85th 
percentile speed was greater than 45 mph. Sight distance and resulting 
sight time, which was calculated by dividing sight distance by the 
average speed, was generally very good. In only one instance was the 
sight distance less than 250 feet (the sight time was 4 seconds at that 
approach). Almost one half (45 percent) of the approaches had a sight 
distance exceeding 1,000 feet. 
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Typical arrangements of lens in signal faces are given in the Manual 
on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways (MUTCD) (12) 
and are shown in Figure 3. The previous Kentucky study (2) recommended 
the use of arrange!"ent "s" when the protected portion of the left-turn 
phase was leading and arrangement "g" when it was lagging. Arrangement 
"s" was used in most instances and most installations involved leading 
pha!!ing. Arrangement '"s" was used for 38 of the 52 approaches having 
leading phasing and 11 of the 12 approaches having lagging phasing. 
Arrangement "m" was used for nine approaches having leading phasing. 
Arrangement "g" was used for five approaches having leading phasing and 
one approach with lagging phasing. 
The previous report (2) also recommended that the signal head 
controlling the permissive phasing be placed on the line separating the 
left-turn lane and adjacent through lane. This signal head was 
positioned in this manner on 38 approaches (58 percent). The position 
of this signal head was related to the presence of a separate left-turn 
lane. Of the 46 approaches having a separate left-turn lane, 34 (74 
percent) had this signal head on the line separating the left-turn lane 
and adjacent through lane. For 15 of the 19 approaches having no 
separate left-turn lane, this signal head was positioned in the middle 
of the left lane. 
The previous report (2) also recommended that the left-turn movement 
should not have a separate signal head so that there would be only two 
signal heads for the approach rather than three. For 55 approaches (85 
percent), two signal heads were provided. There were only two signal 
heads at all of the approaches having no separate left-turn lane. For 
36 of the 46 approaches having a separate left-turn lane, only two 
signal heads were provided. 
In 23 cases, there was one through lane opposing the left-turn 
movement; and at 42 locations, there were two opposing through lanes. 
No locations had more than two opposing lanes. 
The previous report (2) also recommended use of the regulatory sign 
shown in Figure 4. Slightly less than one half (30 of 65 or 46 percent) 
had signing. There was an overhead sign on 22 approaches, six 
approaches had both overhead and ground-mounted signs, while two 
approaches had only a ground-mounted sign. 
The method by which the permissive phasing was installed was also 
found for each intersection. In 25 instances, the phasing was installed 
as part of the original signal installation. In 28 cases, a signal was 
in place before the permissive phasing was added, but it was the first 
left-turn phasing used. For 12 approaches, the permissive phasing 
replaced exclusive left-turn phasing. 
It was noted that most of the approaches have activated rather than 
pre-timed control (82 percent). Also, about one half of the approaches 
were part of a coordinated signal system. 
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The dates of installations were obtained . The use of permissive 
phasing in Kentucky has been a recent development. Almost one half (46 
percent) of the signals were installed since the end of 1980. 
ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 
A before-and-after accident analysis was performed using the 44 
approaches that had both before and after accident data available . 
Summaries from this analysis are presented in Table 3. The average 
numbers of left-turn and total accidents per approach per year before 
and after installation of permissive phasing are given as a function of 
several intersection characteristics. Considering all 44 approaches, 
the average number of left-turn accidents per year per approach 
increased from 1. 1 to 2 . 1  after installation of permissive phasing while 
the average total accidents per year per approach decreased from 9.7 to 
8.7. Part of this reduction in total accidents can be attributed to a 
reduction in rear-end accidents per year per approach from 3.0 to 2.5. 
There was a large variation in the effect on left-turn accidents 
depending upon the type of signal present before the permissive phasing 
was implemented. For new signal installations or when permissive 
phasing was the first left-turn signal, there was little effect on left­
turn accidents and there was a reduction in total accidents. However, 
there was a large increase in left-turn accidents when permissive 
replaced exclusive phasing, but total accidents did not increase. 
There was a significant increase in left-turn accidents at higher 
speed locations. For speed limits of 35 mph or less, the number of 
left-turn and total accidents decreased slightly after installations of 
permissive phasing . For speed limits of 40 and 45 mph, the after data 
showed an increase in accidents, especially left-turn accidents. For 
speed limits above 45 mph, there was a dramatic increase in accidents. 
Since these two variables were found to have such an effect upon 
numbers of accidents, an analysis was performed using combinations of 
the type of signal before implementation of the permissive phasing and 
the speed limit. For new signal installations, the addition of 
permissive phasing did not substantially increase the number of 
accidents, regardless of speed limit. For intersections where 
permissive phasing was the first left-turn signal, accident numbers were 
not dramatically affected for speed limits of 45 mph or less, but 
accidents increased significantly at the one approach having a speed 
limit exceeding 45 mph. Where permissive replaced exclusive phasing, 
there were dramatic increases for those intersections having a speed 
limit exceeding 35 mph but no change at the one intersection where the 
speed limit was 35 mph or less . 
Using the information from Table 3, an additional summary of before 
and after data was performed using data at "new signal" or "first left­
turn signal" locations having speed limits of 45 mph or less. Data were 
available at 30 approaches which met these criteria and are summarized 
in Table 4. When all 30 approaches were considered, the before and 
after numbers of accidents, especially left-turn accidents, were very 
similar. The effects from the type of signal before installation of the 
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permissive phasing and speed limit would not be present in this set of 
approaches so the effects of other variables could be analyzed. 
A comparison of approaches with and without the regulatory sign, as 
shown in Figure 4, revealed that the presence of the sign did not reduce 
the number of related accidents. Intersections without the sign 
actually had fewer related accidents in the after period than 
intersections having the regulatory sign. 
There were fewer related accidents when the signal head position was 
between the left-turn and adjacent through lane rather than in the 
middle of the left-turn lane. Also, there were fewer related accidents 
when there were two, rather than three, signal heads for an approach. 
Three signal heads were present when there was a separate signal head 
for the left-turn movement. 
For all the approaches in the analysis presented in Table 4, the 
protection portion of the phase was leading. The analysis by signal 
head configuration shows that configuration "s," as shown in Figure 3, 
provided the best results in terms of related accidents. 
The analysis also showed that permissive phasing provided better 
results for approaches having no separate left-turn lane compared with 
an approach having a separate left-turn lane. 
The product of the left-turn and opposing volume was used as a 
volume warrant for left-turn phasing in a previous report (1). 
Approaches with two opposing lanes having a peak-hour volume product 
exceeding 100,000 were considered as those needing a left-turn phase. 
Using the limited data available, accidents were similar for approaches 
below and above the volume warrant. 
A summary of '"after" left-turn accidents at the 61 approaches for 
which at least one year of after data were available is shown in Figure 
5. Forty-eight approaches (79 percent) had an average of three or less 
left-turn accidents per year per approach. Also, the highest number of 
left-turn accidents in any one year at 39 approaches ( 64 percent) was 
less than four. Five approaches having a high of 10 or more related 
accidents in one year were locations at which exclusive phasing had been 
replaced. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF RELATED ACCIDENTS 
Selected information was summarized from the accident reports of the 
related left-turn accidents. Left-turn accidents totaled 517 for 
approaches having permissive phasing. A comparison of some of the 
characteristics of left-turn accidents with statewide accidents is given 
in Table 6. 
The overall severity of the related left-turn accidents was higher 
than statewide accidents. The percentage of total or injury accidents 
was 37.1 percent for the related accidents compared to 22.1 percent 
statewide. However, there was only one fatal accident at the study 
locations, so the percentage of fatal accidents was lower than 
statewide. 
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A comparison by time of day revealed that the percentage of related 
accidents was higher than statewide for the time period of 6:00 p.m. 
through 2:59 a.m. This agrees with the finding that a higher percentage 
of the related accidents occurred during darkness. However, nearly all 
of the intersections studied had artificial lighting and only a small 
percentage of the related accidents occurred during darkness without 
artificial lighting. 
The percentage of related accidents that occurred on wet pavement 
was very similar to the percentage for statewide accidents. Almost none 
of the related accidents occurred on ice or snow (one percent) compared 
to 8.3 percent of statewide accidents. 
A comparison by month indicated that the highest percentage of 
related accidents occurred in October and September. Statewide, the 
highest percentage occurred in December and January. The largest 
difference when accidents are compared by day of week is a higher 
percentage of related accidents on Monday and Thursday and a lower 
percentage on Sunday. There was a higher percentage of related 
accidents during the weekdays and a lower percentage on the weekend. 
Differences were detected when the age and sex of the left-turning 
driver in the related accidents were compared to all drivers in the 
state involved in an accident. Compared to statewide accidents, there 
was a higher percentage of drivers in the age category of 65 years and 
above involved in the related accidents. There was also a much higher 
percentage of female drivers involved in related accidents compared to 
the statewide percentage. The reason for this may be that older and 
female drivers drive fewer miles than those in other categories so that 
they have less exposure to the permissive phasing type of signal, and as 
a result, are more likely to be confused by such signals. 
A summary by the residence of the left-turning drivers found that 
approximately one-fourth of those drivers did not live in the county in 
which the accident occurred. Since these signals are generally limited 
to the larger cities, out-of-county or out-of-state drivers would not be 
as familiar with this type phasing. 
Accident reports were reviewed to determine if the driver who was 
turning left offered any explanation as to why he/she failed to yield 
the right-of-way to the opposing vehicle(s). In the large majority of 
cases, no explanation was given on the report. The explanation given 
most often (in 26 accidents) was that the left-turning driver thought 
he/she had the right-of-way. In 25 accidents, the driver stated that 
he/she did not see the oncoming vehicle. A common method of turning 
left when sufficient gaps are not available is to wait in the 
intersection until the signal turns yellow and opposing vehicles stop 
and then complete the left turn. In 25 cases, the left-turning driver 
indicated he/ she turned on yellow or at the end of the cycle and the 
opposing driver either entered the intersection at the end of yellow or 
on red. The left-turning driver was not always at fault. In 21 
accidents, the left-turning vehicle turned on a green arrow and the 
opposing vehicle disregarded the red signal. In another 20 accidents, 
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the driver of the left-turning vehicle thought he/ she had the green 




1. Fifty-eight intersections were located in Kentucky at which 
protected/permissive (permissive) phasing was used (on a total of 65 
approaches). 
2. The speed limit was 35 mph or less at 39 approaches (60 percent) 
and over 45 mph at only four approaches (6 percent). 
3. Sight distance was generally very good, with a sight distance of 
less than 250 feet only at one approach. 
4. The signal head arrangement "s" shown in Figure 3 was used at 
most installations. Also, most installations involved the protected 
portion of the left-turn phasing leading the permissive portion. 
Arrangement "m" was used at most locations having lagging phasing. 
5. The signal head for left-turning traffic was generally located 
on the line separating the left-turn lane and the adjacent through lane. 
6. At most locations (85 percent), two signal heads were provided 
on the approach such that the left-turn movement did not have a separate 
signal head. 
7. At no location was there more than two opposing through lanes. 
8. Slightly over one half of the approaches had the regulatory sign 
shown in Figure 4. 
9. For 25 approaches, the phasing was part of the original signal 
installation. For 28 approaches, the permissive phasing was the first 
left-turn phasing used at an existing signal. For 12 approaches, the 
permissive phasing replaced protected-only (exclusive) phasing. 
10. Almost one half of the installations were placed since the end 
of 1980. 
ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 
1. Forty-four approaches had both before-and-after accident data 
available and comparisons of left-turn and total accidents could be 
made. For all 44 approaches, the average number of left-turn accidents 
per year per approach increased from 1.1 to 2.1 after installation of 
permissive phasing while the average total accidents per year per 
approach decreased from 9.7 to 8.7. 
2. The number of left-turn accidents increased dramatically when 
permissive replaced exclusive phasing, except at the one approach where 
the speed limit was 35 mph or less. There was not a corresponding 
increase in total accidents. 
3. There was a dramatic increase in left-turn accidents, as well as 
an increase in total accidents, when permissive phasing was used at 
approaches having a speed limit above 45 mph. 
4. At 30 approaches at which the permissive phasing was part of the 
original signal installation or was the first left-turn signal at an 
existing signal and where the speed limit was 45 mph or less, the 
installation of permissive phasing resulted in a slight decrease in the 
numbers of left-turn and total accidents. 
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5. The presence of the regulatory sign shown in Figure 4 did not 
reduce the number of left-turn accidents. 
6. There were fewer left-turn accidents when the signal head was 
located above the line separating the left-turn lane and adjacent 
through lane such that the left-turn movement did not have a separate 
signal head. 
7. Approaches having leading phasing and signal head configuration 
"s," as shown in Figure 3, had a fewer number of left-turn accidents. 
8. Of 61 approaches for which after data were available, 48 
approaches (79 percent) had an average of three or less left-turn 
accidents per year per approach after the installation of permissive 
phasing, and the highest number of left-turn accidents in any one year 
was less than four at 39 approaches (64 percent). 
CHARACTERIST ICS OF RELATED ACCIDENTS 
1. A total of 517 left-turn accidents occurred on approaches having 
permissive phasing at the study locations. 
2. The overall severity of the related left-turn accidents was 
higher than statewide accidents although there was only one related 
fatal accident. 
3. The percentage of left-turn accidents that occurred during 
darkness was higher than for statewide accidents. 
4. The percentage of related accidents that occurred on wet 
pavements was very similar to that for statewide accidents. 
5. The percentage of drivers turning left in the related accidents 
who were in the older age category and female category was higher than 
statewide percentages. 
RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES 
Protected/permissive left-turn phasing has previously been shown to 
provide a significant savings in time compared to protected-only phasing 
(2). However, the accident analysis in this report shows that it does 
not provide the safety to left-turning vehicles comparable to protected­
only phasing. The accident history at protected/permissive locations is 
closer to that for locations having no left turn phasing. Therefore, it 
should not be used at locations having a potential or existing left-turn 
accident problem. 
The warrants presented in the previous study should be used to 
determine the need for a left-turn phase (1). These warrants include 1) 
accident experience, 2) delay, 3) volumes, and 4) traffic conflicts. 
Warrants for accident experience and traffic conflicts indicate an 
accident problem for which protected-only phasing would be appropriate. 
In summary, protected/permissive is the preferable method of left­
turn phasing because of savings in time compared to protected-only 
phasing. However, it creates an increased accident potential and it 
should not be used when any of the following conditions exist: 







protected-only phasing currently in operation and speed limit 
mph, 
left-turn movement must cross three or more opposing through 
4. intersection geometries force the left-turn lane to have a 
separate signal head, 
5. double left-turn only lanes on the approach, 
6. a left-turn accident problem exists {four or more left-turn 
accidents in one year or six or more left-turn accidents in two years on 
an approach (1)), 
7. a potential left-turn problem exists as documented by a traffic 
conflicts study (1), or 
8. sight distance below that given below for various speeds (speed 
would be the speed limit or 85th percentile speed if available) 
(distance is the stopping distance for the given speed assuming a 












When protected/permissive phasing is 







used, the following 
1. the signal head for left-turn traffic should be located above 
the line separating the left-turn lane from the adjacent through lane so 
that the left-turning traffic does not have a separate signal head, 
2. lense arrangement "'s," as shown in Figure 3, should be used when 
the protected portion of the phase is leading, 
3. lense arrangement "'m,"' as shown in Figure 3, should be used when 
the protected portion of the phase is lagging, and 
4. no regulatory sign is necessary. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The recommended guidelines may be used by the Kentucky 
Transportation Cabinet when deciding whether to use protected/permissive 
or protected-only left-turn phasing at specific intersections. These 
guidelines may be incorporated into the guidance manual developed by the 
Division of Traffic. 
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Figure 1. PERMISSIVE LEFT-TURN PHASING SURVEY 
LOCATION: 
County'---------------------- City'----------
Route Number and/or Street Name, ________ ____ ____ ___ _ 
Milepoint (if applicable) _______ ____ ____ __ 
Intersection Route Number and/or Street Name, _____________ _ 
GENERAL INFORMATION: Date Installed,__ __________ _ 
Was permissive phasing added as part of original signal installation? Yes__ No __ 
If no, did permissive phasing replace exclusive phasing? Yes No __ 
Is an advisory sign relating to permissive phasing used? Yes No __ 
_j W1L Type of Control: Actuated __ 
Pre timed __ 
Co-ordinated System: Yes ___ No __ 
Dl4 Dl2 N 
STREET NAME AllT 
VOLUME INFORMATION 
A roach Number 1 2 3 4 
Approach Name 
8 Hr THRU Volume 
*Peak Hr THRU Volume 
8 BR LT Turn Volume 
Peak HR LT Turn Volume 
* Peak Hour THRU Volume is value in opposition to peak hour LT Turn flow of 
opposite approach. 
INTERSECTION TIMING 
INITIAL GREEN VEH ALL 









• . Mode Min Recall, Max Recall, Lock, or NonLock 
IF co-ORDINATED 
TIME OF DAY/ CYCLE 
PLAN I DAY OF WEEK LENGTH SPLIT PLAN # 
COMMENTS: 
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TIME OF DAY/ CYCLE 
DAY OF WEEK LENGTH SPLIT 
' 
Figure 2.  PERMISSIVE LEFT-TURN PHASING FIELD DATA SHEET 
LOCATION: 
County ______________________________ __ City ____________________________ __ 
Route Number and/or Street Name ______________________________________________ _ 
Approach�------------------------------
Intersecting Route Number and/or Street Name ________________________________ __ 
FIELD DATA: 
Speed Limit ___ _:mph 
Sight Time�----�seconds 
Sight Distance"--------�feet 
Configuration of Left-Turn Signal Head�--------- Position: ______________ __ 
Arrow Portion of Phase: Leading ________ or Lagging, ______ __ 
Separate Left-Turn Lane: Yes ______ __ 
Number of Other Lanes ----
Number of Signal Heads�------
Number of Opposing Lanes. ______ __ 
Permissive Phasing Sign: Yes ______ __ 
No ______ __ 
No ______ __ Position '---------
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Figure 4. Regulatory Sign 
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TABLE 1, STATEW I DE SUMMARY OF PROTECTED/PERMISSIVE LEFT-TURN PHASING LOCA T I ONS 























































































































Lakes I de Pork 
















KY 70 (E Center St) 
US 41A (Green Stl 
US 41A <Green St) 
N I nth Street 
US 413 <Frederica) 
US 431 <Frederica) 
16th St 
16th St 
US 68 (9th St) 
Browns Lane 
Hillcrest 





Fern Volley Rd <KY 1631) 
Fern Vol ley Rd (KY 1631) 
Fern Valley Rd <KY 1631) 
HIkes lane 




US 27 (Alexandria) 
US 27 (Alexandria) 
Ky 9 (12 Street) 
US 25, 42 & 127 (Dixie Hwyl 
US 25, 42 & 127 (Dixie Hwyl 








US 27-68 <Broadway) 
US 60 <Winchester Rd) 
US 25 (Richmond Rdl 
US 25 (Richmond Rdl 
US 25 (Richmond Rdl 
KY 1974 <Tates Creek) 
KY 1974 <Tates Creek) 





US 431 <Frederica> 
Griffith 
16th St 
US 231 <Trl plett) 
US 231 <Brecklnrldgel 
US 41 <S Main St) 
Dutchmans Lane 
Brownsboro Rd. 
US 60A (Cherokee) 
Douglas 
U of L Dr lveway 
Southern Heights 
Cruns lane 
I 65 SB Ent Ramp 
I 65 NB Ent Ramp 
Holiday Towers 
Goldsmith 
KY 32 (E Pike Stl 
E Alexandria Pike 
KY 1998 
Johns H II I Rd 




KY 1303 (Hillson Ave) 
KY 1072 (Kyles Ln) 
20th 
Ma I I Entrance 
Showalter 
WashIngton Sqt.ere 
us 60 By i>'SS 
KY 627 (Ma pi e) 
US 460 (Main Stl 
Maxwel I Street 
Lou:! on Aven ua 
Jerri co 
KY 4 ( I nner) 
KY 4 (Outer) 
Galnesway 
KY 4 (Outer) 
KY 4 < I nner) 
2 
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TABLE 1. STATEWIDE SUMMARY OF PROTECTED/PERMISS I VE LEFT-TURN PHAS I NG LOCATIONS <CONTI NUED) 
NO. COUNTY CITY STREET OR ROUTE STREET OR ROUTE APPROACHES 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
46 F8yette Lext ngton KY 1974 Cooper 4 
47 F8yette Lexington Lansdowne Rd Reddl ng Rd 
48 Fayette LexIngton Clays Mi II  Wellington Way 
49 Fayette Lexington us 68 (liarrodsb..-g Rdl Lane Allen 2 
50 Fayette Lexington us 68 (Harrodsbtrg Rdl Larks pll" I 
51 Fayette Lexington us 68 (liarrodsbtrg Rdl KY 4 ( I nner) 
52 F8yette LexIngton us 68 ( Harrodsbtrg Rdl KY 4 (Outer) 
53 Fayette Lexington Rose St WashIngton Ave 
54 Fayette Lexington Rose St Col unbla Ave 
55 Fayette Lexington Reyno Ids Rd Fayette Mall Ent 
56 Fayette Lexington Alunnl Drive KY 4 (Outer) 
57 Fayette Lexington AI unnl Drive KY 4 ( I nner) 
58 Jefferson Louisville KY 146 (LoGrange Rd) KY 2050 (Lyndon Lnl 
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TABLE 2. CHARACTERISTICS OF PERMISSIVE PHASING LOCATIONS 
============================================================================ 
CATEGORY 
Speed Limit (mph) 
85th Percentile Speed 
(mph) 
Average Speed (mph) 
Sight Distance (feet) 






Number of Other Lanes 
Number of Opposing Lanes 
Number of Signal Heads 
Sign 
Separate Left-Turn Lane 
VARIABLE NUMBER OF APPROACHES 
35 or Less 39 
40 - 45 22 
Over 45 4 
35 or Less 20 
36 - 45 38 
Over 45 7 
35 or Less 42 
36 - 45 21 
Over 45 2 
Under 250 1 
250 - 500 10 
501 - 750 10 
751 - 1,000 15 
Over 1,000 29 
5 or Less 1 
6 - 10 11 
11 - 15 14 
16 - 20 10 




Line between Left-Turn 38 
and Adjacent Through Lane 






















A verage Daily Traffic 
Year Installed 
VARIABLE 
Part of Original Signal 
Installation 







5,000 - 9, 999 












* The protected portion of the phase was leading. 
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF ACCIDENT DATA BEFORE AND AFTER 










NUMBER OF ------------------- ---------------









First Left-Turn Si�nal 
Replaced Exclusive 
35 mph or Less 
40-45 mph 
More than 45 mph 
35 mph or Less 
36 - 45 mph 
More than 45 mph 
35 mph or Less 
36 - 45 mph 
















Speed L imit 
of New Signal 
35 mph or Less 
40 - 45 mph 
More than 45 mph 




35 mph or Less 18 
40 - 45 mph 5 
More than 45 mph 1 
Replaced Exclusive 
35 mph or Less 1 
40 - 45 mph 9 
More than 45 mph 1 
Sight Distance Less than 500 feet 
500 - 1, 000 feet 































































1 2. 3  
5.5 
7.8 









1 3. 2  
13.0 
1 1.0 



























TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF BEFORE AND A FTER DATA AT "NEW S IGNAL" OR "FIRST LEFT-TURN 












Be tween Left-Turn and 
Adjacent Thru Lanes 
Middle of Left-Turn 
Lane 
Number of Two 
Signal Heads Three 
Signal Head s 
Configura- m 
tions g 
Separate Left- Yes 
Turn Lane No 




Volume Under 100,000 
Product** 
























































* All protected portions of the phase were leading . 
** Product of left-turn and opposing volumes. 











































Accidents Per Year 
Per Approach 
Highest Number of 
Left-Turn Accidents 
in Any One Year 
VARIABLE 
Less than 
1.0 - 2.0 
2. 1 - 3.0 
3. 1 - 4. 0 

































------------------------------- -------------------- - - - -----------------------
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TABLE 6. CHARACTERISTICS OF RELATED LEFT-TURN ACCIDENTS COMPARED TO STATEWIDE ACCIDENTS 
======================================================================================== 
VARIABLE CATEGORY 




















Injury - Extent Unknown 
Property Damage Only 
Midnight - 2:59 a.m. 
3:00 a.m. - 5:59 a.m. 
6:00 a. m. - 8:59 a.m. 
9 :00 a.m. - 11:59 a.m. 
Noon - 2:59 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. - 5:59 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. - 8:59 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. - 11:59 p.m. 
Daylight 
Dawn - Dusk 

























0. 2 0. 5 
10. 3 5.0 
14.9 7. 8 
11. 8 8. 3 
0. 0 0. 5 
62. 9 77. 9  
8. 5 5. 3 
1. 4 2. 8 
8. 5 10. 4  
9. 9 14.7 
18. 3  20. 0  
19. 6 23. 9  
17. 5 13. 5  
16. 3 9.2 
60.0 70. 3 
3. 5 3.7 
2.7 12.7 
33. 8 13. 2  
77. 2 70. 7  
21. 8 21. 1 
1.0 8. 3 
5. 4 9.3 
8. 9 7.4 
7. 6 6. 9 
9. 1 7.9 
7. 8 8. 6 
7. 9 8. 1 
6. 4 7. 6 
8. 1 8. 4 
10.0 8. 4 
11. 8 8.7 
8. 3 9.1 
8. 5 9. 8 
6. 6 10.7 
17. 1 14. 8 
13. 0  13.7 
11. 6 13.7 
18. 4  14. 2  
19.0 17. 9 
14. 3 15.0 









------------- ------------- --- ------------------------------ -----------------------------
Driver's Age 16 - 19 15.8 14.6 
20 - 24 15.8 18.7 
25 - 34 25.9 26.5 
35 - 44 12.8 15.9 
45 - 54 10.4 9.4 
55 - 64 9.0 7.6 
65 or Above 10.2 7.3 
Driver's Sex Male 48.8 64.7 
Female 51.2 35.3 
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